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Technological and versatile, recommended for keeping any means of transport 
to which it is applied under control; perfect if combined with alarm disc lock Viro Sonar, safe and 
resistant in the locking of any type of scooters or motorbikes, especially of high powered ones

Activation by cylinder and key (supplied with 2 nickel-plated brass 
keys with soft non-slip PVC covered head); or by remote control.

Electronic component housing protected against 
water drops. Many electronic settings can be 
adjusted by the user. Supplied with an attractive 
sticker that can be placed on the windshield indicating 
the presence of a Viro security alarm system

The Module can be integrated to Viro 
Sonar alarm disc lock (even if purchased 
separately) and, through a wireless 
communication, detects and send to the 
motorbike owner any theft attempts sent by 
the disc lock after the alarm siren sounds

Advanced satellite-based burglar-
alarm portable module with reliable 
movement sensor and GPS antenna; 
can be placed on the motorbike 
truck, under the seal or hanged to 
the motorbike frame. By inserting a 
SIM card into the module and after 
sending to this an SMS message 
from your mobile phone, the module 
is able to send warning messages 
during theft attempts and, in case 
the motorbike has been stolen, to 
trace its position sending the 
coordinates of the stolen vehicle.
Working with batteries (already 
included)

LED indicator confirming the operations. 
Detailed user instructions, placed under 
the Module itself

Elegant visual packaging summarizing 
product main technical and operational 
features. It can be hanged vertically by 
means of the apposite buttonhole
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GPS-GSM SATELLITE-BASED BURGLAR-ALARM MODULE VIRO M.A.S.

ITEM CODE ANTENNA CABLE 
LENGHT cm

NET UNIT 
WEIGHT g

199.GPS 750150

FINISH DESCRIPTION

BLACK

199.GPS.850 835150 BLACK

K199.GPS 1835

Viro  M.A.S.

Viro  M.A.S. with rechargeable 
batteries, for complete route tracing

Kit Viro  Sonar + Viro  M.A.S.150 BLACK


